Introduction {#s1}
============

Each motor action we perform reflects only one of the many available or considered actions. In some situations, the full set of potential actions comprises a set of discrete choices (e.g., which of these three apples should I pick?). In these cases, the task for the sensorimotor system is to evaluate each option and decide which will lead to the most favorable outcome. However, these \'target selection\' situations represent only one type of motor related decision-making. In many other scenarios the sensorimotor system cannot simply *select* between multiple explicit options, but instead must *estimate* the best action based on continuous -- and often noisy -- sensory information and learned experience. Reaching toward a familiar object seen only in the peripheral vision, or under poor illumination is one such example.

Though target selection represents only one type of sensorimotor task, it dominates the current literature on neural correlates of motor-related decision making. This is true for both eye movements ([@bib2]; [@bib6]; [@bib14]; [@bib32]; [@bib37]) and reaching ([@bib3]; [@bib8]; [@bib10]; [@bib31]; [@bib39]). These studies vary significantly in the methods by which they provide cues to elicit a motor response. The cues may indicate different parameters of the action, such as the direction or extent of the movement ([@bib3]; [@bib11]; [@bib15]; [@bib31]; [@bib44]). They can be discrete ([@bib30]; [@bib39]; [@bib45]) or continuous ([@bib17]; [@bib21]; [@bib34]), and can even span different sensory modalities ([@bib21]; [@bib35]). However, all share a common characteristic: the action is directed towards one of several mutually exclusive targets. This mutual exclusivity is a constraint specific to the task of target selection and does not exist in target estimation, since no explicit options are presented. It is therefore not obvious how the results from target selection tasks may or may not extend to the case of target estimation.

In both target selection and estimation, there is some degree of uncertainty in the decision making process as well as in the final decision itself. This uncertainty largely depends on the ambiguity of the available cues. If the task includes a completely unambiguous cue indicating the correct choice, the decision will contain practically no uncertainty whatsoever. For example, one standard multiple-target selection task used in non-human primate reaching studies (e.g., [@bib3]; [@bib8]) briefly presents a monkey with two or more potential reach targets before indicating the correct one. In this situation the animal may be initially uncertain about which target is correct, but that uncertainty vanishes with the disambiguating cue. Variants of this task provide more ambiguous cues and allow the animal to choose one of two targets while still unsure about the correct choice ([@bib10]; [@bib39]), which results in decisions that are made despite a lingering uncertainty.

Studies of reach-related brain areas during target selection tasks have suggested that the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) plays a significant role in sensorimotor decision-making. Historically, PMd has been viewed as a movement planning area, displaying activity consistent with a representation of upcoming movements to visual targets ([@bib7]; [@bib38]; [@bib42]). Later studies showed that these pre-movement representations can include multiple simultaneous potential targets ([@bib8]) and reflect motor plans even in the absence of visual targets ([@bib24]). Furthermore, the representations during multiple-target tasks are modulated by decision-related variables ([@bib10]; [@bib33]). These more recent results are consistent with an interpretation that activity in PMd modulates with the complexity (or uncertainty) of a motor decision.

In general, sensorimotor decision-making should take into account the uncertainty present in all task-relevant information sources -- namely the current sensation and prior experience. When sensation provides a highly reliable action cue (e.g., when reaching toward a well-lit, foveated object), it can be used exclusively to plan and execute the appropriate motor output. However, as uncertainty in sensation increases, it becomes more beneficial to combine sensory information with information learned through prior experience. The optimal method for integrating sensory and prior information was formulated centuries ago as Bayes' theorem ([@bib5]). A direct application of Bayes' theorem states that cues should be weighted in inverse proportion to their variance ([@bib25]; [@bib27]). The Bayes optimal decision will lead to better results than either cue alone, but will still contain a degree of uncertainty.

Bayesian models have been used to describe human behavior in a wide array of psychophysical studies, including visual ([@bib25]; [@bib29]; [@bib43]), auditory ([@bib4]), somatosensory ([@bib18]), cross-modal ([@bib1]; [@bib13]; [@bib20]; [@bib36]), and sensorimotor ([@bib19]; [@bib26]; [@bib40]; [@bib41]) applications. In these tasks, behavior generally matched the predictions of various Bayesian models of optimal performance, which has been taken as evidence that the brain does indeed incorporate information about the relative uncertainty of various cues when planning and executing movements.

To probe the effect of target estimation uncertainty on M1 and PMd, we designed a task in which monkeys estimated the location of reach targets using knowledge of the average target location (learned through experience) and noisy visual cues. Although M1 activity appeared to reflect only the direction of the executed reach, we found that the monkeys' uncertainty about where to reach correlated with changes in PMd activity during both movement planning and execution. The magnitude of these uncertainty-related effects in PMd was spatially tuned. Neurons whose strongest response direction (their preferred direction, or PD) was aligned with the planned reach direction remained largely unchanged, while neurons with PDs opposite the reach direction experienced a significant increase in activity with increased uncertainty. Neurons with intermediate PDs displayed somewhat smaller uncertainty-related effects. The uncertainty-related change in this off-direction neural activity varied considerably across sessions, not only because of experimentally altered prior and likelihood uncertainty, but also apparently because of the monkeys' own subjective uncertainty in their final action decisions. We found that the magnitude of these cross-session activity differences correlated with estimates of the monkey's decision-related uncertainty.

Results {#s2}
=======

Task performance during reaching to certain and uncertain targets {#s2-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Our goal in this study was to understand the effect of uncertainty on arm movement representations in the motor system. To this end, we designed a behavioral task in which monkeys (one rhesus macaque, one cynomolgus macaque) made decisions about where to reach using a planar robotic manipulandum, based on the learned history of target distributions and uncertain visual cues. During the first block of trials, the monkeys made center-out reaches with an instructed delay to well-specified (zero uncertainty) targets that were randomly distributed across eight locations ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, top). In the second block of trials, the target locations were randomly drawn from a circular normal (von Mises) *prior* distribution centered on a single direction that remained constant for the remainder of the session. Additionally, the monkey did not receive veridical feedback about the location of the target, but instead saw a noisy distribution of five (monkey M) or ten (monkey T) lines ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). These lines were drawn from a *likelihood* distribution -- also von Mises -- centered on the correct target location, providing the monkey with noisy information about the target location. Each session contained at least two likelihood distributions of low and high variance, randomly interleaved across trials.10.7554/eLife.14316.003Figure 1.Experimental setup and behavior.(**A**) Monkeys made planar center-out reaches with instructed delay to visual targets. Illustrations on right show target locations (black) and reach trajectories (gray) for trials in the center out and uncertainty blocks for an example session. In the center-out block, targets were distributed uniformly across eight directions and were cued with no uncertainty. In the uncertainty block, targets were sampled from a von Mises distribution and cued with stochastically sampled lines with either low or high variance. (**B**) Scatter plots of cue centroid versus reach direction for three sessions, with each dot representing a single trial. Under high uncertainty, the endpoints reflected an increased bias toward the average target location -- indicated by a reduction in slope -- and increased variability surrounding the fit line. (**C**) With the exception of two datasets from monkey M, fits to the behavioral scatter plots reveal reduced slope (negative ∆cue weighting) for higher uncertainty targets. All datasets show greater residual variance with greater uncertainty.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.003](10.7554/eLife.14316.003)10.7554/eLife.14316.004Figure 1---source data 1.Experimental details for all sessions.In some instances we obtained multiple sessions from the same day (sessions 3--4, 5--7, 8--10, 11--12, 13--14, 16--17, and 26--27). In these cases, the sessions shared the same sorted neurons and center out trials. Uncertain trial blocks could differ in either target distribution or visual cue properties.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.004](10.7554/eLife.14316.004)

Therefore, during uncertainty trials, the monkey had two pieces of information available to estimate the target location: (1) the noisy visual cue and (2) a learned estimate of the distribution of previous target locations. According to Bayes' rule, optimal performance on the task would require the monkey to use the centroid of the displayed line segments (its likelihood estimate) and the average target location (prior estimate), weighted according to the inverse of their variances. In general, this means that using an appropriately weighted sum of both the likelihood and prior estimates will, on average, result in smaller errors than either cue alone.

Fits to the scatter plot between the centroid of the visual cue and the reach direction reveal the monkey's relative weighting of the visual cue (the likelihood) and its estimate of the average target location (the prior; see Materials and methods for more information). A fitted line with a slope of zero would indicate complete reliance on the prior, while a slope of one would indicate reliance only on the likelihood. Panel B of [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows several representative sessions. In each, the monkey relied more on the visual cue when its uncertainty was low (blue symbols) than when it was high (red symbols). We summarized the difference in visual cue weighting between the uncertainty conditions (∆cue weighting) for each session by subtracting the slopes of the fitted lines. The negative values of ∆cue weighting in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} reveal that both monkeys almost always relied less on the visual cue during high uncertainty trials. This indicates that the monkeys combined information from both the displayed lines and the average target location in a Bayesian-like manner to estimate the location of the required reach target.

Although there was a general tendency towards lesser weighting of the visual cue when it was more uncertain, there was a great deal of variability in that trend across sessions. In some instances, fits to the two uncertainty conditions revealed large differences in visual cue weighting ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} red and blue fitted slopes, session 14) while in others the relative weighting was nearly identical ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, session 18). Similarly, the uncertainty in the final estimate (as measured using the variance of the fit residuals) was sometimes very different between two conditions ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset distributions, session 5) and sometimes nearly identical ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, session 14). We characterized the total difference in this behavioral uncertainty between the two conditions (∆behavioral uncertainty) for each session by subtracting the angular dispersion of the residuals. These two within-session metrics (∆cue weighting and ∆behavioral uncertainty) were very weakly correlated for monkey M and negatively correlated for monkey T ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This variability provided a diverse set of uncertainty-related behavioral effects on which to examine neural activity.

Neural activity {#s2-2}
---------------

During the center out block of trials (zero uncertainty, eight discrete targets) many neurons in PMd displayed a robust burst of activity directly following presentation of the visual cue, followed by a more moderate, tonic response for the remainder of the delay period (e.g., [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We more formally described the population trends by calculating the percentage of neurons tuned in the visual (V), delay (D), and movement (M) time periods. The results for each session are shown in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We performed the same analysis for M1 neurons ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, right). In general, M1 displayed a bias toward delay and movement period tuning while PMd showed about equal percentages of tuned neurons for each time period.10.7554/eLife.14316.005Figure 2.Neural recordings and directional tuning.(**A**) Each monkey was implanted with two 96-channel microelectrode arrays, targeting the primary motor cortex (M1) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). (**B**) An example raster of a neuron in PMd displaying directional tuning, summarized below in three temporal periods: visual (V), delay (D) and movement (M). (**C**) Percentage of neurons from each session with significant tuning in each of the temporal periods.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.005](10.7554/eLife.14316.005)

During the remaining experimental blocks consisting of uncertain targets, we found many neurons in PMd to be more active during high uncertainty trials than low uncertainty trials (red vs. blue in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This effect was most prominent during the delay (D) period, with some carryover into movement (M). Some neurons that had been essentially inactive during the block of zero-uncertainty reaches became strongly active during the delay period of high-uncertainty trials (e.g., c77u1 and c29u1, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We also noted that there was a greater tendency for increased activity in neurons with PDs not aligned to the direction of movement (e.g., c31u1 and c87u1, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, we found that greater uncertainty only ever led to increased activity.10.7554/eLife.14316.006Figure 3.Single unit activity in PMd.(**A**) Raster plot for an example neuron. Activity is aligned to either the visual cue appearance (left) or movement onset (right). Colors indicate zero (black), low (blue), and high (red) uncertainty conditions. Dark black points indicate target onset, go cue, and movement onset (**B**) Directional tuning for other example neurons. Due to the nature of the task, reaches made during uncertain conditions with a non-uniform prior did not span all directions. Many neurons showed an increase in delay (D) or movement (M) activity as a function of uncertainty. Bounds on the tuning plots represent bootstrapped 95% confidence of the mean estimate.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.006](10.7554/eLife.14316.006)

M1 neurons did not display nearly the same degree of modulation with uncertainty as PMd neurons ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We observed neurons with strong directional tuning in all time periods, but this tuning was consistent across all uncertainty conditions. In general, analysis of single unit behavior suggested that M1 activity reflected only the reach direction and was largely unaffected by uncertainty.10.7554/eLife.14316.007Figure 4.Single unit activity in M1.(**A**) Raster plot for an example neuron with same conventions as [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) Directional tuning for other example neurons. In general, M1 activity was well-modulated by reach direction, but appeared to be largely unaffected by the uncertainty condition. Bounds on the tuning plots represent bootstrapped 95% confidence of the mean estimate.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.007](10.7554/eLife.14316.007)

Quantifying effects of uncertainty on firing rates {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------

The anecdotal observations in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} strongly suggest that higher uncertainty leads to increased neural discharge in PMd but not in M1. Additionally, the magnitude of the uncertainty-related effect in individual PMd neurons was dependent on the neurons' tuning characteristics. A neuron experienced the greatest uncertainty-related activity increase when the reaches were directed away from its preferred direction. To further examine this relationship between tuning and uncertainty-related activity changes, we created spatiotemporal activity maps for both cortical areas in the manner of [@bib8] ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We binned each neuron's responses based on the angle between its PD and the reach direction. We then averaged across trials, resulting in population activity profiles centered on reach direction.10.7554/eLife.14316.008Figure 5.Tuning-related changes in activity with uncertainty.(**A**) Spatiotemporal activity maps for PMd and M1. Neurons were binned on each trial by the distance between their preferred directions and the reach direction. Color indicates average change in firing rate from baseline in spikes per second. Left and right plots in each panel are aligned to target onset (T) and reach onset (R) respectively. (**B**) Average change from baseline for SD and OD neurons in the initial center-out block (zero uncertainty; top) and subsequent blocks with low (bue) and high (red) uncertainty targets (bottom). High uncertainty trials resulted in reduced early activity for both SD and OD neurons in PMd, but an increase in OD activity for the remainder of the delay and movement phases. ORTH neurons were omitted for visibility. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence bounds on the mean estimate. For all plots, PDs were calculated separately for visual, delay, and movement epochs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.008](10.7554/eLife.14316.008)

In the zero-uncertainty condition, many PMd neurons displayed a burst of activity directly following cue appearance. This quickly resolved into a clear, maintained representation of the upcoming reach direction throughout the remainder of the delay and movement periods ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, top left). In contrast, M1 activity built more slowly as the trial evolved, ultimately producing a strong spatial representation of the executed reach direction ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, top right). However, while the recruitment of M1 neurons during low and high uncertainty conditions was similar ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, right), the representation in PMd differed significantly across these conditions. During high uncertainty trials, the representation of the reach direction in the delay period was present but significantly less distinct, most notably due to increased activity in neurons with PDs far away from the reach direction ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, bottom left). We partitioned the neurons into three groups for each trial: same direction (SD; preferred direction within 45 degrees of the reach direction), opposite direction (OD; preferred direction within 45 degrees of the anti-reach direction), and orthogonal direction (ORTH; preferred direction within 45 degrees orthogonal the reach direction). After averaging the activity of these populations, it became clear that while both SD and OD neurons in PMd were less active immediately after target appearance in high uncertainty trials, the OD neurons showed higher activity in the subsequent D and M periods. Thus the main delay-period effect of higher target uncertainty was an increase in the PMd activity in neurons with preferred directions away from the reach direction.

To summarize this uncertainty effect over sessions, we calculated the difference in average firing rates between low and high uncertainty conditions for SD, ORTH, and OD neurons. In most sessions, ORTH and OD activity during the delay and movement periods was significantly greater in the high uncertainty condition, while SD activity showed little change ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} -- monkey M; [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} -- monkey T). However, the increase in OD activity varied considerably across sessions. We reasoned that the sessions with the greatest OD activity differences might correspond to the sessions with the greatest differences in the monkeys' uncertainty. To test this, we calculated the difference in behavioral uncertainty (∆behavioral uncertainty) between uncertainty conditions for each session (see Materials and methods: *behavioral task*). By plotting the activity differences as a function of ∆behavioral uncertainty, we found strong positive correlations for OD activity, but none for SD ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} -- monkey M; [Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} -- monkey T). For monkey M, the slope of the relation increased from SD to ORTH to OD neurons ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the single-session example shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. We found very similar effects of uncertainty among OD neurons for monkey T ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that as the monkeys became less certain about their decision of where to reach, the representations of less likely reach directions increased.10.7554/eLife.14316.009Figure 6.Relationship between PMd activity and behavioral uncertainty.(**A**) Thin lines indicate the average difference in firing rate between high and low uncertainty trials for individal sessions. Heavy lines mark the mean across sessions. While SD neurons displayed an average change near zero, activity for ORTH and OD neurons was consistently higher for high uncertainty trials (**B**) Differences in firing rate between high and low uncertainty conditions as a function of the difference in behavioral uncertainty for a single time window 500--700 ms after target appearance. The correlation was weak for same-direction neurons, but strongly positive for orthogonal- and opposite-direction neurons. Thus, the greater the difference in behavioral uncertainty, the larger the difference in activity for ORTH and OD neurons. Marker size indicates the number of contributing neurons for each session (**C**) The slopes from *B* calculated during the visual period (50--250 ms after target appearance; left) and for 100 ms time windows throughout the delay (middle) and movement (right) periods. The larger effect of behavioral uncertainty on OD and ORTH activity compared to SD activity persisted throughout planning and execution. (**D**) R^2^ values for the linear fits in **C**. Filled symbols in **C** and **D** represent significant correlations, p\<0.05. All error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence bounds on the mean estimates.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.009](10.7554/eLife.14316.009)10.7554/eLife.14316.010Figure 7.Summary of uncertainty related effects in PMd for Monkey T. All conventions as in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Although we had only five sessions for monkey T, by splitting larger sessions into multiple blocks we obained 11 total data points. Specifics are given in [Figure 7---source data 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.010](10.7554/eLife.14316.010)10.7554/eLife.14316.011Figure 7---source data 1.Subsampling of sessions for monkey T.Due to low sample size for monkey T, we subdivided larger sessions to obtain separate blocks of 100+ trials each. Here we show the trials contributing to each trial block and the subsequent numbers of low- and high-uncertainty trials.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.011](10.7554/eLife.14316.011)

We also found that the tuning-related effect of uncertainty persisted throughout the entirety of movement planning and even after the initiation of the reach. We applied the analysis in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} to different time periods throughout the trial and plotted the slopes ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and R^2^ ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) relating ∆behavioral uncertainty to changes in SD, ORTH, and OD activity. For both monkeys, the difference in OD activity first displayed a significant correlation with ∆behavioral uncertainty during the visual period ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"},[7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, panels C and D). This effect persisted throughout the remainder of the delay period and the initiation of movement. ORTH activity displayed a similar trend but with a consistently shallower slope, indicating a weaker effect of uncertainty. SD neurons never displayed any significant correlation with uncertainty. For monkey T, only OD activity was consistently correlated with uncertainty throughout the delay and movement periods ([Figure 7C,D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus it appears that movement representations in PMd remain affected by decision-related uncertainty leading up to and throughout execution of a movement.

There was also substantial cross-session variability in the M1 firing rates between high and low uncertainty. For monkey M, SD activity was generally lower for high uncertainty trials and OD activity was slightly higher ([Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). However, there was rarely any correlation between the firing rate difference and the difference in behavioral uncertainty. For monkey M, SD activity was negatively correlated with uncertainty at the beginning of the delay period (300--400 ms following target appearance; [Figure 8C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). This effect dissipated quickly and was never observed for monkey T. As a result, we conclude that behavioral uncertainty had no significant effect on M1 activity during movement planning or execution.10.7554/eLife.14316.012Figure 8.Summary of uncertainty-related actvity in M1 for both monkeys.All conventions as in [Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"},[7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Specifics of how we obtained datapoints for monkey T in panels B and D are given in [Figure 7---source data 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.012](10.7554/eLife.14316.012)

Although the correlations between behavioral uncertainty and OD activity in PMd were significant, we considered the possibility that the neural effects were actually driven by the monkeys' relative weighting of the visual and prior information. To disassociate these two possibilities, we examined the independent correlations of OD activity with each of the two metrics in selectively subsampled groups of sessions. When we chose sessions that caused ∆behavioral uncertainty and ∆cue weighting to be highly correlated (further exaggerating their normal relation), both metrics explained the change in OD activity ([Figure 9A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). However, for subsampled groups of sessions with poor correlation between the two metrics, only ∆behavioral uncertainty remained well correlated with OD activity ([Figure 9B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, differences in OD activity correlated better with ∆behavioral uncertainty than with ∆cue weighting for almost any randomly subsampled group of sessions for either monkey ([Figure 9C,D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the firing rate changes in PMd actually reflect differences in the monkeys' uncertainty about their decisions, rather than the weights applied to either visual or prior information leading to those decisions.10.7554/eLife.14316.013Figure 9.Differences in PMd activity correlate with differences in behavioral uncertainty rather than differences in the weighting of the visual cue.(**A**) Eighteen sessions (filled symbols) selected for monkey M in order to increase the correlation between ∆behavioral uncertainty and ∆cue weighting (top). Across these select sessions both metrics could explain the observed differences in OD activity (bottom). (**B**) Alternate subsampling that *minimized* the correlation between the two behavioral metrics (top). This resampling did not change the correlation between changes in OD activity and ∆behavioral uncertainty (lower left). However, it eliminated the correlation between ∆cue weighting and OD activity (lower right). (**C**) Correlations of OD differences with ∆behavioral uncertainty (filled) and ∆cue weighting (open) for 1000 unique 18-session subsamples. Each is plotted against the correlation between ∆behavioral uncertainty and ∆cue weighting. The correlation with ∆behavioral uncertainty was consistently stronger than with ∆cue weighting. The correlation with ∆cue weighting was only strong when ∆cue weighting and ∆behavioral uncertainty were well correlated with each other. (**D**) Same as in **C**, but for monkey T. Each subsample contains six trial blocks. Unlike monkey M, ∆cue weighting and ∆behavioral uncertainty were negatively correlated across sessions. Regardless, OD activity in PMd was still positively correlated with ∆behavioral uncertainty.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.013](10.7554/eLife.14316.013)

Another way of examining the evolution of target-related information in M1 and PMd is to use the neural activity to predict the monkey's choice of reach direction. For a representative session, we found that although it was possible to predict the monkey\'s reach direction from PMd activity, the predictions were consistently less accurate for high uncertainty trials than for low uncertainty trials ([Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, left). Accuracy rather rapidly reached these levels within about 200 ms of target appearance, but then increased more slowly throughout the remainder of the trial. On the other hand, the ability to decode reach direction from M1 improved steadily through the delay period ([Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, right). This was true for both high and low uncertainty trials, with only slightly higher delay-period decoding accuracy for low uncertainty trials. At the time of movement initiation, the M1 decoder was equally accurate for both conditions.10.7554/eLife.14316.014Figure 10.Decoding reach direction from neural activity measured on single trials from PMd and M1, based on PDs computed during center-out (zero-uncertainty) reaches.(**A**) The performance of PMd (left) and M1 (right) decoders as a function of time for one example session. Performance is defined as one minus the circular variance of the decoder error. (**B**) PMd decoder performance in low v. high uncertainty conditions for four 200 ms time windows spanning target appearance to movement in all sessions for both monkeys. Each point represents a single session from monkey M (closed) or monkey T (open) (**C**) Same as in **B**, but for M1.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.014](10.7554/eLife.14316.014)

Across all sessions, we observed results similar to the single session example. The PMd decoder nearly always performed better during low uncertainty trials than high uncertainty trials ([Figure 10B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), especially during the visual and delay periods. PMd decoding generally did improve at the time of movement, however the difference in decoder performance between low and high uncertainty conditions remained significant. T-Tests on the performance difference between low and high uncertainty revealed significantly better low-uncertainty performance in all behavioral periods for monkey M (p\<0.05) and all except the movement time period for monkey T (discounting sessions with overall poor decoding, see Materials and methods). In M1, decoding performance was also slightly better for low uncertainty trials during the visual and delay periods (t-test, p\<0.05), although only for monkey M ([Figure 10C](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). This effect of uncertainty was much smaller than that observed in PMd. At the time of movement there was no bias in performance between low and high uncertainty trials. In general, we found decoding from M1 to be more accurate than from PMd, and less affected by uncertainty -- especially at the time of movement.

Controls {#s2-4}
--------

We considered several alternate explanations for the effects of uncertainty, including differences in the visual stimuli, inhomogeneous distribution of the target prior over sessions, and variations in the kinematics of reaching.

To test for possible visual effects, we performed three control sessions with a single monkey (monkey M) in which half of the high-uncertainty trials contained an additional, different colored line segment at the correct target location ([Figure 11A](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). These sham trials had almost exactly the same visual properties as high uncertainty trials, but did not actually induce any uncertainty. The monkey learned to rely entirely on the new cue line ([Figure 11B](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Comparing the difference in activity between actual high uncertainty and sham uncertainty trials, we found that OD (and to some extent ORTH) activity was greater only for the actual high uncertainty condition ([Figure 11C](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that our main finding of uncertainty-related changes in ORTH and OD activity cannot be explained simply as the result of differences in the visual information.10.7554/eLife.14316.015Figure 11.Neural effects cannot be explained by either the visual qualities of the target cue or changes in the average reach direction across sessions.(**A**) Design of a control experiment to test whether the uncertainty-related effect could be explained solely by differences in the visual stimuli between conditions. Half of the trials contained a high-uncertainty cue (top left) and the other half contained sham high-uncertainty trials that included an additional line of a different color to indicate the veridical target location (top right). (**B**) Reaching errors were much smaller for the sham trials, indicating that the monkey learned to rely on the veridical cue. (**C**) Thin lines indicate the average difference in firing rate between actual and sham uncertainty trials for individal sessions. Heavy lines mark the mean across sessions. OD activity was higher during actual high uncertainty trials, despite the nearly equivalent visual properties. (**D**) Control to test whether the neural effects could be explained by differences in the average target location across sessions. We selected two groups of sessions that each contained a consistent average reach direction. (**E**) Correlations between changes in OD and ORTH activity and ∆behavioral uncertainty for the two groups of sessions, 500--700 ms after target appearance. OD and ORTH activity within each group of sessions still correlated with ∆behavioral uncertainty.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.015](10.7554/eLife.14316.015)10.7554/eLife.14316.016Figure 11---figure supplement 1.Kinematic controls.(**A**) Example distribution of peak reach speed for high and low uncertainty conditions. (**B**) Distribution of peak speeds for same session as in *A*, subsampled to reverse the condition-dependent difference. (**C**) Plot showing the difference in average peak speed between low and high uncertainty conditions for the full and reverse-sampled datasets. (**D**) Thin lines indicate the average difference in firing rate between high and low uncertainty conditions for an individal session, subsampled to reverse the trend of peak speed. Heavy lines mark the mean across sessions. (**E**) Example distribution of reaction time for high and low uncertainty conditions. (**F**) Distribution of reaction times for same session as **[E]{.ul}**, subsampled to reverse the condition-dependent difference. (**G**) Plot showing the difference in average reaction time between low and high uncertainty conditions for the full and reverse-sampled datasets. (**H**) Same as in **[D]{.ul}**. Average differences in peak speed and reaction time cannot explain the neural effect.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.14316.016](10.7554/eLife.14316.016)

We also considered the possibility that the effects on neural activity resulted from changes in the average target location (and subsequently the average reach direction) across sessions. We tested this possible explanation by separately analyzing groups of sessions with a shared average target direction. [Figure 11D](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of reach directions for two groups of sessions for Monkey M in which the average target location was at either 0 or 90 degrees. Analyzing these two sets of sessions separately revealed a positive correlation between changes in OD/ORTH activity and ∆behavioral uncertainty ([Figure 11E](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}) that was very similar to the full data set ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

We anticipated that both the reaction time and peak speed might be affected by the target uncertainty, and might indirectly give rise to the firing rate changes we observed in PMd. In fact, these differences were rather small, but to test this possibility, we resampled the trials in each session to reverse the sign of the uncertainty effect on either reaction time or peak speed ([Figure 11---figure supplement 1](#fig11s1){ref-type="fig"}). These manipulations had no effect on the correlation between PMd activity and ∆behavioral uncertainty, indicating that the difference was not simply driven by kinematics.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Summary {#s3-1}
-------

In this study, we set out to examine the neural effects of uncertainty on the motor system during a target estimation task. We showed that when visual cues of target location were made less informative, monkeys biased their reach direction toward the average target location that they had learned over the course of previous trials (their *prior* estimate) in a Bayesian-like manner. Activity in dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) changed systematically as a function of the resulting uncertainty in the monkeys' final estimate of target location, with higher uncertainty leading to higher activity in PMd neurons. This effect was not present in primary motor cortex (M1). The extent to which uncertainty affected the activity of PMd neurons depended on their directional tuning properties. Neurons with preferred directions aligned to the ultimate reach direction showed no correlation with uncertainty, while those with orthogonal or opposite direction tuning displayed significant increases in activity with increased uncertainty. This can be interpreted as an increase in uncertainty causing in increase in the representation of less likely movements directions.

Representation of the process of target selection versus estimation {#s3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The uncertainty-related effect in PMd was present not only during movement planning, but also during execution -- a result not readily predicted from previous studies. Several studies have recorded from PMd neurons as monkeys chose between multiple potential reach options ([@bib8]; [@bib10]; [@bib24]; [@bib33]; [@bib39]). Some even included ambiguous cues ([@bib10]; [@bib39]), which we might expect to induce uncertainty in the monkeys' decisions. The resulting representations of potential actions in PMd did, in some sense, reflect the monkey\'s uncertainty in the choice prior to movement execution. However, in no studies before ours did the activity changes induced by an ambiguous cue persist throughout movement execution. One study that used gradually accumulating evidence to trigger movement choice ([@bib39]) found that prior to movement, greater ambiguity in the cue resulted in a stronger representation of the target that was ultimately not selected. They observed no effect on activity corresponding to the selected target, which reached a consistent peak about 300 ms prior to movement initiation. These observations are well in line with our own results. However, at the time of movement initiation they found no ambiguity-related effects on activity, for either the neurons tuned to the selected target or the non-selected target. This is at odds with our finding of a persistent effect of uncertainty on the representation in PMd throughout the execution of movement.

That we did not observe a resolution in the reach representation prior to movement execution may reflect a difference in the decision-making processes associated with target *estimation* and target *selection*. Inherent to target selection is the knowledge that the correct action will only be one of several mutually exclusive options. This constraint represents additional task-relevant information that can (and should) be integrated into the decision-making processes within sensorimotor areas like PMd. In a target selection task, reaching anywhere that is not an explicit target will lead to failure. It is therefore reasonable for the system to enforce a policy that before initiating a reach, the representation must only reflect one of the explicit target options. However, in target estimation tasks there are no such constraints on the executed action, allowing for a broader movement representation.

Differences in the roles of PMd and M1 {#s3-3}
--------------------------------------

The different neural responses observed during target selection and target estimation has important implications for the assumed roles of M1 and PMd. Results from target selection tasks suggest that movement decisions are made within PMd as the result of a biased neural competition between potential actions ([@bib9]; [@bib16]; [@bib33]). This interpretation -- that PMd ultimately decides on the action -- is especially convincing given the previous observations that decision-related variables (e.g., cue ambiguity, uncertainty, etc.) had no effect on movement representations in PMd at the time of movement initiation ([@bib39]). However, we observed uncertain representations that persisted throughout movement execution, which indicates that PMd may not necessarily be the final step in the motor decision-making process.

Our results suggest that PMd does not actually decide which movement to execute, but rather that it maintains a continuously updated estimate of the distribution of potentially useful actions. This distribution is likely dependent on a number of factors, including current sensory information and prior experience, as well as constraints specific to the task (e.g., selecting between mutually exclusive targets). In our study, the distribution of actions represented in PMd changed according to the monkey\'s behavioral uncertainty, but was relatively static within a single trial. At no point did the distribution resolve into a single unambiguous reach representation. M1, on the other hand, seemed relatively unaffected by uncertainty and consisently reflected the direction of the executed reach. These findings imply that PMd is not solely responsible for \'deciding\' which movement to execute, but instead contains only a noisy representation of potential reach directions that must be interpreted in some way by downstream areas like M1. Thus, we suggest that the processing that occurs in the connections between PMd and M1 \'denoises\' the PMd representation to provide a single, unambiguous movement decision.

The reach decoding results ([Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}) support the interpretation that action decisions do not arise solely from PMd. Decoding performance at the time of movement initiation was significantly higher compared to delay-period levels, especially for high uncertainty trials. However, we still observed a consistent bias towards better decoding performance on low uncertainty trials. M1, on the other hand, showed a steady increase in reach-related information leading up to movement initiation that was slightly skewed towards better accuracy under low uncertainty. At the time of movement initiation, M1 was able to decode reach direction with high accuracy, regardless of uncertainty condition. From these observations, we speculate that the decision about where to reach is not explicitly determined in PMd, but rather in the connections between PMd and M1. The noisy representation of potential actions in PMd appears to be interpreted in some way by M1, ultimately producing a single unambiguous motor command.

The process by which M1 obtains a final movement representation could potentially occur through a *maximum a posteriori* (MAP) readout of the PMd representation. This kind of mechanism is not only consistent with the results of the current and previous studies, but could potentially explain the neural basis of sensorimotor learning. For example, we would expect that in very high uncertainty conditions (e.g., a novel behavioral task), PMd might retain nearly equal representations of all possible movements. As a consequence, small fluctuations due to noise within PMd would cause large variability in a downstream readout, driving exploration of the environment. As learning progressed and uncertainty decreased, the distribution in PMd would narrow and motor output would begin to converge on the optimal movement decision.

PMd reflects uncertainty in the decision, not the visual cue {#s3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------

Our task varied the monkeys' uncertainty in target estimation by manipulating both the history of target distribution and the noise in visual cues. We found that PMd activity changed not as a function of the weighting of either of those two pieces of information, but rather in proportion to the total uncertainty in the final decision. Thus PMd contains uncertainty-related information pertaining to the final action, which encompasses more than just the reliability of the visual cue. Additionally, if uncertainty in visual information were the sole driving force of changes in PMd planning- and execution-related activity, we would have observed very little difference in activity across sessions, since the visual cue properties were largely equivalent for all sessions. Instead, we found that activity modulated with the total behavioral uncertainty, which is a combination of visual uncertainty and prior expectation. This suggests that PMd likely reflects the combined uncertainty of all information sources relevant to a movement decision.

Comparison with existing theoretical models of uncertainty {#s3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------

There exist a number of theoretical models that address the potential neural representation of uncertainty ([@bib12]; [@bib22]; [@bib23]; [@bib28]; [@bib46]). The predictions from these models encompass a wide range of neural behaviors, including temporal dynamics ([@bib12]) and variability in spike timing ([@bib12]; [@bib23]). Unfortunately, our experimental design prevents us from performing fair and comprehensive tests of these model predictions. For example, our use of a static visual cue and instructed delay limits the potential interpretations regarding dynamic uncertainty codes. For these reasons, we hesitate to make any strong statements about the validity of any given model.

Despite the limitations of our experimental design, our results do bear some resemblance to admittedly simplistic interpretations of a few theoretical models. A probabilistic population code (PPC) model predicts that firing rates across a population should reflect the probability distribution -- high uncertainty should therefore result in lower peak activity and higher non-peak activity ([@bib28]). We did indeed observe an increase in non-peak activity with increased uncertainty, and the spatiotemporal activity plots in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} do convincingly resemble probability distributions of reach direction. However, we did not see any consistent decrease in the peak activity with increasing uncertainty, which prevents us from interpreting the population activity as representing a true probability distribution. Our findings also argue against the concept of divisive normalization, in which the total activity remains equivalent when representing multiple potential targets ([@bib8]; [@bib33]), at least in the context of target estimation.

Conclusions {#s3-6}
-----------

Our results provide new insight into the behavior of PMd during movement planning. It is already well established that PMd can simultaneously represent all potential actions when faced with multiple, mutually exclusive visual targets ([@bib3]; [@bib8]). Our results provide the additional observation that PMd also represents and retains a distribution of potential motor plans that are not explicitly presented, but arise as possibilities during uncertain target estimation. The question of why this representation is maintained for the problem of target estimation but not target selection is an interesting one. One possibility is that it is simply an unavoidable result of noisy inputs to PMd. That is, in the absence of explicit reach targets, the fidelity of the representation in PMd may be limited by the quality of available information. On the other hand, maintaining heightened representations of alternative movements in high uncertainty conditions may be useful to the sensorimotor system for more rapid error correction or to drive subsequent motor learning. Experiments designed to test these alternatives could help to further our understanding of the role of PMd in movement planning.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

All surgical and experimental procedures were fully consistent with the guide for the care and use of laboratory animals and approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of Northwestern University under protocol \#IS00000367.

Behavioral task {#s4-1}
---------------

The monkeys were seated in front of a vertical monitor and controlled an on-screen cursor using a planar robotic manipulandum. The behavioral task involved two or more blocks of trials. In the first block, monkeys performed a basic center-out reaching task with an instructed delay period. The monkey held the cursor within a central target for a random length center-hold period (700--1000 ms), after which a target (15 degrees wide) appeared in one of eight well-defined locations, distributed equally around an outer ring ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, top). Following an additional random delay period (700--1000 ms) the center target disappeared and the monkey received an auditory signal cueing him to reach to the outer target. Upon reaching the outer ring, the cursor froze. If the cursor was within the target, the monkey heard a success tone and received a small amount of juice. Otherwise, the monkey heard a failure tone and received no juice reward.

In the remaining (uncertainty) trial blocks, the target locations *θ* were not distributed uniformly among eight locations as before, but were instead selected randomly from a von Mises (circular normal) *prior*$$f\left( \theta \right) = ~\frac{e^{\kappa~\text{cos}(\theta - ~\mu)}}{2\pi~I_{0}(\kappa)}$$

The mean of this prior distribution (μ) was always fixed for the duration of a session, but could vary in width (κ) across trial blocks. Additionally, during uncertainty trials the monkeys did not receive veridical visual cues about the target until the end of the trial. Instead, during planning and execution they were only shown several small lines (five for monkey M, ten for monkey T) sampled from a *likelihood* distribution (also von Mises) centered on the target location ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). These lines gave the monkey information about the target location, but with different levels of uncertainty depending on the variance of the distribution. Each session contained two different likelihood distributions, which were randomly interspersed across trials. The exact parameters used for each session are provided in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Upon reaching to the outer ring, the cursor froze and the ambiguous cue lines were replaced with the actual target (15 degrees, all conditions). The monkey subsequently received (or did not receive) reward as in the center-out trial block.

Although we directly specified the variance (and therefore uncertainty) in the target distribution and the visual cue, the monkeys' subjective estimates of those parameters could deviate considerably from their true values. We therefore used the monkeys' actual responses throughout the session to estimate two values: the monkeys' weighting of the current visual cue, and the total uncertainty remaining in the monkeys' final estimate of the required reach direction. To do this, we assumed a Bayesian-like model of cue integration in which the final estimate was the product of likelihood (visual cue) and prior (distribution of target locations) probability distributions. We modeled both of these as von Mises distributions. The product of two von Mises distributions can be approximated by a third, with mean$$\mu_{3} = ~\mu_{1} + tan^{- 1}\left( \frac{\text{sin}(\mu_{2} - ~\mu_{1})}{\frac{k_{1}}{k_{2}}~ + \text{cos}(\mu_{2} - ~\mu_{1})} \right)$$

To obtain an estimate of the relative weighting of the visual cue for each uncertainty condition, we substituted the true target centroid location for $\mu_{2}$, the true average target location for $\mu_{1}$, and then fit $\left( \frac{k_{1}}{k_{2}} \right)$ to minimize the sum of the squared residuals between the model outputs and the monkeys' actual reach directions. The resulting equation for $\mu_{3}$ describes the general function relating the centroid of the visual cue and the reach direction. (red and blue lines; [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Except for cases in which $\left| \mu_{2} - ~\mu_{1} \right|$ is very large, this can be suitably approximated by the linear function$$\mu_{3} \cong ~\mu_{1} + ~\frac{k_{2}}{k_{1} + k_{2}}~(\mu_{2} - ~\mu_{1})$$

In all further analysis, we use the slope term $\left( \frac{k_{2}}{k_{1} + k_{2}} \right)$ as a proxy for our estimate of the monkeys' relative weighting of the visual cue with respect to the summed prior and likelihood uncertainty. Slopes close to one represent high reliance on the visual cue, while slopes close to zero represent high reliance on the average prior target location.

The slope metric described above reveals only the monkeys' *relative* uncertainties in the likelihood and prior. It does not contain any information about the total magnitude of uncertainty present in the monkeys' decisions. We estimated this total uncertainty from the monkeys' behavior, by calculating the angular dispersion of the residuals from each behavioral fit like those shown in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. It is important to note that the behavioral uncertainty can be affected by uncertainty in the estimate of average target location, uncertainty in the visual cue, and potentially other internal variables affecting the monkeys' behavior that we did not control (e.g., motivation, attention).

Neural recordings and analysis {#s4-2}
------------------------------

Throughout the experiments we recorded from neurons in M1 and PMd ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) using chronically implanted 96-channel microelectrode arrays (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City UT). We identified single neurons from each session using offline sorter by isolating clusters within a principle component space projected from the waveform shapes of putative neurons (Plexon Inc., Dallas TX). There was likely significant overlap between sessions of the populations of recorded neurons, but we made no effort to track the identity of neurons across sessions. On each session, we used the activity from the center-out block of trials (zero uncertainty, eight target locations) to characterize the directional tuning characteristics of all neurons. Since many neurons (especially those in PMd) can have complex temporal profiles, we calculated preferred directions (PDs) in three distinct time periods: *visual* (50--250 ms after target appearance), *delay* (300--700 ms post-target), and *movement* (0--200 ms after initiation of the reach) using a generalized linear model with Poisson noise:$$\lambda = \ \exp\left\lbrack \alpha + \ \beta{cos}\left( \theta - \theta^{\ast} \right) \right\rbrack$$

where $\lambda$ is a vector of firing rates across trials, $\theta$ is a vector of reach directions, $\theta^{*}~$ is the preferred direction, and $\alpha,~~\beta~$are scaling parameters. For each neuron, we also obtained confidence bounds on the fit parameters through bootstrapping. A neuron was only considered to be significantly tuned if 95% of the bootstrapped estimates of $\theta^{*}$ were within forty-five degrees of the mean estimate. Due to the lower neuron count for monkey T, we relaxed this constraint to accept neurons with bootstrapped PDs within ninety degrees of the mean. For all analyses, we used only the preferred directions calculated within the appropriate time period (for example, delay-period tuning for all delay-period analyses). When analyzing a given time period, we excluded neurons without significant tuning in that period. Full details on the numbers of tuned neurons for all sessions is provided in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Single trial decoding analysis {#s4-3}
------------------------------

We used a simple decoding approach based on each neuron's PD, computed from data collected during the center-out (zero-uncertainty) task. We first divided neurons according to their PDs, creating sixteen bins of 22.5 degrees each. We then averaged the activity of all neurons within each bin (after first subtracting pre-target baseline activity levels) and fit a cosine to the resulting activity profile. The peak of this cosine defined the decoded reach direction. We characterized decoder performance for each uncertainty condition as one minus the circular variance of decoder error. Circular variance is bounded by 0 and 1. Therefore, a performance of 0 represents that the decoder did no better than random guessing, and a performance of 1 represents perfect decoding of the reach direction. This metric is similar to VAF, except it is not normalized by the total variance of the reach distribution. This is important for our dataset, which contained very non-uniform distributions of reach directions. It provides a fair comparison of decoder performance regardless of differences in distributions between sessions or uncertainty conditions.

We assessed the effect of uncertainty condition on decoding performance by performing t-tests on the distributions of differences between low and high uncertainty conditions for each monkey and time period. For monkey T, low neuron counts made decoding on a trial-by-trial basis much less accurate. Therefore, when assessing biases, we only included sessions in which the decoder performance on low uncertainty trials was greater than 0.5.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Uncertainty leads to persistent representations of alternative movements in PMd\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by Michael Frank as the Reviewing Editor and Timothy Behrens as the Senior Editor. One of the two reviewers has agreed to reveal his identity: Veit Stuphorn.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

This manuscript reports neuronal activity in dorsal premotor (PMd) and primary motor cortex (M1) when monkeys select arm movements with varying degrees of uncertainty about the correct movement direction. The main finding is that in PMd, but not M1, increased uncertainty leads to increased activation of neurons representing the non-chosen arm direction. This work builds on and extends the work by Cisek and coworkers in a number of important ways. First, it indicates that PMd does not represent the decision process, but rather represents the distribution of all potentially correct actions. Second, it provides important information about the way uncertainty is represented in the brain.

Essential revisions:

Both reviewers agreed that the topic is very timely, the experiment is well designed and has potentially very interesting features, and that the contribution has lots of potential. However, they also highlighted a number of issues that need to be cleared up before we can further evaluate the paper. The comments of the two reviewers are amalgamated below.

1\) Fundamental information on the experimental details are lacking. How were the animals rewarded in the different prior and likelihood conditions, what was considered \"correct\" behavior? How did the animals perform in the different conditions (RTs, error rates, endpoint distributions, etc.? Without this crucial information on the task design and behavior it is impossible to interpret the results, e.g. the behavior in [Figure 1B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Were the prior and the likelihood centroids evenly distributed over all directions? In other words, which percentage of sessions was centered on the 90 degrees direction during the whole course of the training of each animal? Depending on the reward structure in the task and the performance of the animals, the current interpretation could be substantially confounded. If in the end we have to admit that the results can be explained by spatial value-based target preference (via reward expectancy) or overtrained default behavior (reaching to 90 degrees) then the relevance or novelty of the finding could be substantially hampered.

2\) The different possible conceptualizations of \"uncertainty\" come rather late in the Introduction; the early Introduction sometimes refers to probabilistic uncertainty for selection among mutually exclusive targets (typical dual target tasks); sometimes it refers to a motor control perspective with blurred target information or just the fact that the target has to be memorized instead of being visible. More precise statements and more adequate references (see specific comments below) would be possible if the different scenarios (target estimation vs. target selection) were clearly distinguished from early on. But in their own interpretation in the remaining manuscript, the authors seem to be not clear about what concept they actually want to discuss. Repeatedly they use nomenclature suggesting that they speak of target selection (e.g. when calling the higher activity of OD neurons during high uncertainty a \'persistent representations of alternative movements\') while their task is about target estimation. Moreover, the activity level of OD neurons in this case is still below baseline, which seems difficult to sell as \"representation\" of a potential movement. For such statement, I would need some behavioral indication that the animal ever considers an alternative movement to the one towards the \'blurred\' target stimulus. (One should stay skeptical that a biased competition model is invalidated by the presented data if the task does not demand the animal to choose between competing behavioral alternatives, but rather just tries to estimate the one demanded movement most precisely -- I doubt that target estimation and target selection are interchangeable cognitive demands in this respect.)

3\) Relatedly, one of the most interesting points in this study is the information we might be able to gain from it regarding the representation of uncertainty. However, in this study the authors just state in the Discussion section that the data do not \'fully explain any of the theories\', but are best explained by a probabilistic population code model. This is clearly not sufficient. The author should address this issue more directly and at least report the results of their attempts to test the various uncertainty models. Otherwise, the statement is simply not backed up by evidence and a major source of interest in the manuscript is missing.

4\) It did not become clear to me how the results and conclusions precisely relate to the earlier cited study by Bastian et al. (2003). Bastian et al. 2003 recorded in M1, not PMd, but otherwise, didn\'t they show a collapse in the peaks of the population tuning onto the center of multiple (2 or 3) potential reach targets; different to how the earlier results are discussed here, it seems to me that this earlier finding is not evidence for a simultaneous co-representation of 3 targets in parallel, but could mark an \"average\" target representation or the centroid of a prior or likelihood distribution, similar to here? The manuscript would benefit from a more detailed discussion of earlier findings.

5\) Also lacking is information on the way neurons were counted over sessions. Since chronic arrays were used for recording, more information is needed on when a channel was counted as \"neuron\" (I presume spike sorting was applied; does the N in table in supplement also include \"multi-unit\" channels?), and -- more importantly -- how the same channel was used towards the statistics across different sessions.

6\) The figures are notoriously lacking information on the N number of data samples going into the analysis, the nature of the error bars/confidence limits shown, the meaning of \"delta\" in the several y-axis showing delta-FR, and whether we look at data from one animal or both animals. This problem culminates in Figure 6---figure supplement 1 showing results for the animal T which do not match (SD conditions) the results of the animal shown in the main manuscript (until then I was unclear about the fact that I looked at data from only one animal in the main figure). But how is the discrepancy between animals resolved, how does it affect conclusions? Is [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} an average of both animals? Why were there only 3 sessions recorded in monkey T despite visible differences in behavior to the other monkey ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"})?

7\) The off-target activity increase with target uncertainty seems not to be motivated apriori by Bayes models of uncertainty processing; actually, it remains elusive how well the results fit to corresponding model predictions, e.g. on how prior and likelihood distributions should be integrated and how each should affect behavior/neural tuning. The finding of OD activity increase seems rather unspecific and less conclusive than it could be with this experimental design and theoretical framework with which the study is motivated.

8\) The authors find that PMd neurons that encode the non-chosen direction increase their activity under increased uncertainty, while the PMd neurons that encode the chosen direction show unchanged activity. This activity pattern is interesting, because it argues against divisive normalization as has been postulated by a number of authors, including Cisek (Pastor-Benier & Cisek, 2011). Specifically, the increased activity in the non-chosen action representing neurons should have diminished the activity in chosen action representing ones. The authors should discuss this point.

\[Editors' note: what now follows is the decision letter after the authors submitted for further consideration.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Uncertainty leads to persistent effects on reach representations in dorsal premotor cortex\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Timothy Behrens (Senior editor), Michael Frank (Reviewing editor), and two reviewers, one of whom is Veit Stuphorn.

Both reviewers agreed that the manuscript has been substantially. The major issue is a request by Reviewer 1 to do a decoding analysis, the results of which will be informative about the interpretation offered (even if that interpretation is tentative and not completely essential).

Reviewer \#1:

The authors have done a very good job in clarifying the main conceptual issues in the paper. I have one remaining question. I would agree with the authors that their findings indicate that PMd might not be the final step in skeletomotor decision-making. However, it would be useful to see a decoding analysis. Taking activity recorded in PMd and M1, how well can the ultimate arm movement direction be decoded at the various times in the trial in the different trial periods. If the hypothesis of the authors is correct, one would expect a strong and consistent encoding of chosen direction in M1 (potentially also earlier than in PMd). On the other hand, PMd should not or only very weakly encode chosen action, in particular in the high-uncertainty condition. Given the data in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, I am confident that the M1 prediction will turn out to be true, but I am not sure about PMd. How would the hypothesis of the authors be affected, if PMd would also encode chosen direction? Could PMd and M1 just be links in a set of cascading networks in which the initial selection simply gets sharpened?

Reviewer \#2:

The authors did an excellent job in revising the manuscript. They re-wrote substantial parts of the manuscript to address my main request for a better distinction between uncertain selection among well specified targets and target uncertainty, thereby making this topic a main theme of the paper which is consistently and very nicely dealt with throughout.
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Author response

*Essential revisions:*

*Both reviewers agreed that the topic is very timely, the experiment is well designed and has potentially very interesting features, and that the contribution has lots of potential. However, they also highlighted a number of issues that need to be cleared up before we can further evaluate the paper. The comments of the two reviewers are amalgamated below.*

1\) Fundamental information on the experimental details are lacking. How were the animals rewarded in the different prior and likelihood conditions, what was considered \"correct\" behavior? How did the animals perform in the different conditions (RTs, error rates, endpoint distributions, etc.? Without this crucial information on the task design and behavior it is impossible to interpret the results, e.g. the behavior in [Figure 1B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Were the prior and the likelihood centroids evenly distributed over all directions? In other words, which percentage of sessions was centered on the 90 degrees direction during the whole course of the training of each animal? Depending on the reward structure in the task and the performance of the animals, the current interpretation could be substantially confounded. If in the end we have to admit that the results can be explained by spatial value-based target preference (via reward expectancy) or overtrained default behavior (reaching to 90 degrees) then the relevance or novelty of the finding could be substantially hampered.

We have added several new figures as well as explanatory text that enlarges on the details of the task design and the monkeys' performance. We have carefully considered those aspects of the behavior that might have confounded the results. We address the concerns that neural effects may have resulted from reaction time ([Figure 11---figure supplement 1](#fig11s1){ref-type="fig"}), reach speed ([Figure 11---figure supplement 1](#fig11s1){ref-type="fig"}), or the distribution of average target locations ([Figure 9D,E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). We also include extensive information about target distributions and other behavior-related parameters in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

2\) The different possible conceptualizations of \"uncertainty\" come rather late in the Introduction; the early Introduction sometimes refers to probabilistic uncertainty for selection among mutually exclusive targets (typical dual target tasks); sometimes it refers to a motor control perspective with blurred target information or just the fact that the target has to be memorized instead of being visible. More precise statements and more adequate references (see specific comments below) would be possible if the different scenarios (target estimation vs. target selection) were clearly distinguished from early on. But in their own interpretation in the remaining manuscript, the authors seem to be not clear about what concept they actually want to discuss. Repeatedly they use nomenclature suggesting that they speak of target selection (e.g. when calling the higher activity of OD neurons during high uncertainty a \'persistent representations of alternative movements\') while their task is about target estimation. Moreover, the activity level of OD neurons in this case is still below baseline, which seems difficult to sell as \"representation\" of a potential movement. For such statement, I would need some behavioral indication that the animal ever considers an alternative movement to the one towards the \'blurred\' target stimulus. (One should stay skeptical that a biased competition model is invalidated by the presented data if the task does not demand the animal to choose between competing behavioral alternatives, but rather just tries to estimate the one demanded movement most precisely -- I doubt that target estimation and target selection are interchangeable cognitive demands in this respect.)

We have extensively rewritten both the Introduction and Discussion to deal with these important points.

1\) We now establish the difference between uncertain target selection vs. estimation, and make our discussion of these points much more consistent.

2\) We have more clearly discussed the implications of an increase in OD neuron activity. A single movement representation results in a continuum of neural responses across neurons -- typically represented as a cosine-like function. Due to the continuous nature of this response across the population, we see little reason to believe that sub- and super-baseline activity differ fundamentally in their contributions to overall movement representation. Rather the spatial activity pattern across PMd simply reflects the current probability distribution of potential movement directions. Thus, for clarity's sake we decided to use consistent nomenclature for cross-condition comparisons of activity. We therefore refer to increases in activity as increases in representation, regardless of the final relationship to baseline.

3\) We have expanded the discussion of how our task may or may not support a competition model hypothesis and acknowledge that target selection and target estimation are not equivalent tasks. In fact, we suggest that our results can help improve modeling efforts (including the competition model) by adding target estimation to the large base of target selection literature.

3\) Relatedly, one of the most interesting points in this study is the information we might be able to gain from it regarding the representation of uncertainty. However, in this study the authors just state in the Discussion section that the data do not \'fully explain any of the theories\', but are best explained by a probabilistic population code model. This is clearly not sufficient. The author should address this issue more directly and at least report the results of their attempts to test the various uncertainty models. Otherwise, the statement is simply not backed up by evidence and a major source of interest in the manuscript is missing.

An earlier version of this manuscript (submitted elsewhere) had a more extensive discussion of the relation between our results and those predicted by several prominent models. This proved to be a frustration both for us and reviewers, in part because of the imprecision of the predictions made by some of those models, and by their dependence on particular experimental conditions that were not always well met by our study. This led us to back away from stronger assertions about particular models in favor of more general comments. We have attempted to provide a bit more detail on the relation between particular models and our experimental results but we also feel that the better description of the relation between our results and the previous target selection studies in PMd have taken this paper in a somewhat different direction than that of a general discussion of uncertainty representation.

4\) It did not become clear to me how the results and conclusions precisely relate to the earlier cited study by Bastian et al. (2003). Bastian et al. 2003 recorded in M1, not PMd, but otherwise, didn\'t they show a collapse in the peaks of the population tuning onto the center of multiple (2 or 3) potential reach targets; different to how the earlier results are discussed here, it seems to me that this earlier finding is not evidence for a simultaneous co-representation of 3 targets in parallel, but could mark an \"average\" target representation or the centroid of a prior or likelihood distribution, similar to here? The manuscript would benefit from a more detailed discussion of earlier findings.

The PMd-related references to the Bastian study were incorrect. We have removed them and made extensive changes to all sections referencing this and other existing literature.

5\) Also lacking is information on the way neurons were counted over sessions. Since chronic arrays were used for recording, more information is needed on when a channel was counted as \"neuron\" (I presume spike sorting was applied; does the N in table in supplement also include \"multi-unit\" channels?), and -- more importantly -- how the same channel was used towards the statistics across different sessions.

This was a significant oversight. We did, indeed, identify single neurons using the industry standard offline sorter, and have now more carefully reported the numbers of neurons recorded in each session in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In so doing, we recognize that each session will include a varied mixture of new and previously recorded neurons. However, because of the difficulty in establishing a neuron's identity with high confidence, we have treated analyses as though each recorded ensemble is representative of the full population. This lack of independence will have the greatest potential effect on [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, for which we compute statistics across sessions. However, the slopes and R^2^ computed in [Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} use only the session averages, and do not rely on combining units across days.

6\) The figures are notoriously lacking information on the N number of data samples going into the analysis, the nature of the error bars/confidence limits shown, the meaning of \"delta\" in the several y-axis showing delta-FR, and whether we look at data from one animal or both animals. This problem culminates in Figure 6---figure supplement 1 showing results for the animal T which do not match (SD conditions) the results of the animal shown in the main manuscript (until then I was unclear about the fact that I looked at data from only one animal in the main figure). But how is the discrepancy between animals resolved, how does it affect conclusions? Is [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} an average of both animals? Why were there only 3 sessions recorded in monkey T despite visible differences in behavior to the other monkey ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"})?

We have added Information about numbers of neurons to [Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, specified confidence limits as necessary and improved the definition of a number of terms used throughout the paper. We also clearly identified the animal used for each figure. We have only 5 sessions for Monkey T as the array subsequently failed. However, by subsampling some of these sessions we were able to perform the same analyses as for monkey M and have now provided that as [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, with a description of methodology in Figure 7---figure supplement 1.

7\) The off-target activity increase with target uncertainty seems not to be motivated apriori by Bayes models of uncertainty processing; actually, it remains elusive how well the results fit to corresponding model predictions, e.g. on how prior and likelihood distributions should be integrated and how each should affect behavior/neural tuning. The finding of OD activity increase seems rather unspecific and less conclusive than it could be with this experimental design and theoretical framework with which the study is motivated.

As noted above (point 3), we have rather extensively reworked the Introduction and Discussion sections to deal with this and several other related issues more clearly and consistently.

*8) The authors find that PMd neurons that encode the non-chosen direction increase their activity under increased uncertainty, while the PMd neurons that encode the chosen direction show unchanged activity. This activity pattern is interesting, because it argues against divisive normalization as has been postulated by a number of authors, including Cisek (Pastor-Benier & Cisek, 2011). Specifically, the increased activity in the non-chosen action representing neurons should have diminished the activity in chosen action representing ones. The authors should discuss this point.*

See comments above. We appreciate that the reviewers pointed out these important points, which we believe has allowed us to improve the clarity and impact of the paper considerably. We have included comments about the implications for divisive normalization.

\[Editors' note: what now follows is the decision letter after the authors submitted for further consideration.\]

*Both reviewers agreed that the manuscript has been substantially. The major issue is a request by Reviewer 1 to do a decoding analysis, the results of which will be informative about the interpretation offered (even if that interpretation is tentative and not completely essential).*

*Reviewer \#1:*

*The authors have done a very good job in clarifying the main conceptual issues in the paper. I have one remaining question. I would agree with the authors that their findings indicate that PMd might not be the final step in skeletomotor decision-making. However, it would be useful to see a decoding analysis. Taking activity recorded in PMd and M1, how well can the ultimate arm movement direction be decoded at the various times in the trial in the different trial periods. If the hypothesis of the authors is correct, one would expect a strong and consistent encoding of chosen direction in M1 (potentially also earlier than in PMd). On the other hand, PMd should not or only very weakly encode chosen action, in particular in the high-uncertainty condition. Given the data in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, I am confident that the M1 prediction will turn out to be true, but I am not sure about PMd. How would the hypothesis of the authors be affected, if PMd would also encode chosen direction? Could PMd and M1 just be links in a set of cascading networks in which the initial selection simply gets sharpened?*

It had not occurred to us to try to decode reach direction, but it is an interesting addition to the story. We anticipated that M1 would decode better than PMd, and that low uncertainty would be better than high. However, we would not necessarily have predicted that M1 would also show a small delay period difference in performance, or the time course of the decoding accuracy. We have added a figure and additional discussion points.

In assessing decoder performance, we opted not to use the standard variance accounted for metric (VAF) due to non-uniform and significantly different reach distributions across sessions and between uncertainty conditions. VAF normalizes performance with respect to the total variance in the signal (in this case reach direction). This variance could differ quite dramatically between uncertainty conditions, making direct comparisons of performance problematic. Instead, we simply computed performance with respect to the maximum possible circular variance (which always has an upper limit of 1). Subtracting this value from 1 created a useful and intuitive scale between 0 (decoder chooses random directions) and 1 (decoder perfectly decodes reach directions). This metric is unaffected by the distribution of reaches and thus allowed us to compare decoder performance directly across uncertainty conditions.

[^1]: The authors declare no competing financial interests.
